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Background
Despeckling is an essential task in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image processing.

Filters today are mainly developed for multitemporal or polarimetric SAR images by

averaging a large number of similar pixels or patches determined by amplitude

comparison. Filtering algorithms that can fully utilize rich information in complex

multitemporal polarimetric SAR data are highly desired, but not yet fully developed .

This paper presents a new method for multitemporal polarimetric SAR data filtering

based on tensor decomposition (TD-MPF).
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Method

Experiment

Despeckling results of different filters for multitemporal polarimetric ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 image in pseudo-RGB color based on 

Pauli-basis decomposition (only show the first temporal components). Fully-polarimetric data (a)-(d): (a) Noisy image (b) IDAN 

(c) CCM-MTF (d) TD-MPF-F; Dual-polarimetric data (HH+HV) (e)-(h): (e) Noisy image (f) IDAN (g) CCM-MTF (h)TD-MPF-D. 

Enlarged details of filtering results for full-polarimetric data: (a) Noisy image (b) IDAN (c) CCM-MTF (f)TD-MPF-F.

H-alpha scatterplots of three typical land cover types: A-city. B-forest. C-paddy field. (a) original data (b) IDAN (c) CCM-

MTF (d) TD-MPF-F. Horizontal axis is entropy H, and vertical axis is scatter angle alpha.

Sample area Index Noisy IDAN MSAR-BM3D FaSHPs CCM-MTF TD-MPF

ALOS FULL-POLARIZATION

A ENL 0.84 5.21 3.49 10.76 7.48 12.13

B ENL 1.04 7.50 8.11 14.85 12.33 18.33

C ENL 1.07 9.28 20.47 59.31 23.06 123.72

ℳ 11.39 15.46 2.51 9.87 3.91

Table. Evaluation of the despeckled SAR images

Conclusion

With the rapid development of SAR satellites, a large number of multitemporal

polarimetric images are available for various applications. However, it is still

challenging to make full use of these images degraded by inherent speckles.

In this paper, a novel tensor-based multitemporal polarimetric SAR data filtering

method called TD-MPF is proposed. The proposed method is compared with state-

of-art filters, including IDAN, MSAR-BM3D, FaSHPs and CCM-MTF.

Experiments for multitemporal simulated and real PolSAR images demonstrated

the effectiveness of TD-MPF in terms of both detail preservation and speckle

suppression.
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